The α-decay half lives of nuclei in the decay from element 277 112 are calculated in a WKB framework using DDM3Y interaction and experimental Q-values. Theoretical estimation of half lives in the same quantum tunneling model, using Q-values from the mass formula of
α-decay and spontaneous fission half lives.
In this work, for the α-decay chains from 277 112, a comparison between the experimental data of GSI [7] [8] [9] and RIKEN 17 and theoretical predictions of α-decay half lives with experimental (Q ex ) and theoretical (Q M ) Q-values are presented. The aim of this work is to check the possible origin of the above mentioned variation in decay energies and decay times in a formalism based on quantum tunneling model along with microscopic potentials which has a firm theoretical footing compared to semi-empirical approaches. 18 Also, simultaneous comparison between experimental and theoretical Q-values and half lives would provide a clear demarcation of the extent of validity of the theoretical Q-values.
Microscopic potentials and quantum tunneling
Theoretical half lives of α-decay sequence from 277 112 have been computed for the first time in a WKB framework with DDM3Y interaction using Q-values (Q M ) from the mass formula of Muntian-Hofmann-Patyk-Sobiczewski [19] [20] [21] and compared with the experimental data of GSI and RIKEN.
Effective interaction and double folded potential
The theoretical α-decay half lives have been calculated using the experimental Q-values (Q ex ) extracted from the measured decay energies. 17 A comparison with the experimental half lives is presented as well. Half lives of parent nuclei A Z, with the charge number Z = 112 decaying via α emissions are calculated in the WKB barrier penetration framework using microscopic potentials for the α -nucleus interaction. 22 The nuclear potentials have been obtained microscopically by double folding the α and daughter nuclei density distributions with the density dependent M3Y (DDM3Y) effective nucleon-nucleon interaction. The double folding potential, thus obtained, has been utilised for calculating the barrier penetration probability in a quantum tunneling model.
Barrier penetrability in WKB framework
The half life of a parent nucleus decaying via α emission is calculated using the WKB barrier penetration probability. 23 The barrier pentrability with DDM3Y interaction is used to provide estimates of α-decay half lives for Z = 102 − 112 α-emitters. Earlier it was shown 24, 25 that this procedure of obtaining nuclear interaction energy for the α -nucleus interaction is more fundamental in nature and the half lives calculated in this framework is more reliable than by other methods. It was also shown 26 that the theoretical Q values, called Q M , extracted from the mass formula of Muntian et al. [19] [20] [21] can reasonably reproduce the experimental data on several SHE.
The barrier penetrability P in the improved WKB 23 framework for any continuous (rounded) potential barrier is given by,
where K is the action integral 26 and the decay constant λ = νP where ν is calculated from
hν, the zero point vibration energy. The zero point vibration energies used in the present calculations are E v = 0.1045Q for even-even, 0.0962Q for odd Z-even N, 0.0907Q for even Z-odd N, 0.0767Q for odd-odd parent nuclei and are the same as that described in ref. 27 immediately after eqn. (4) 
Measured α-particle kinetic energies and decay Q-values
The α-decay Q ex values for the favored decays have been calculated from the measured α-particle kinetic energies E using standard recoil correction and the electron shielding correction in a systematic manner as suggested by Perlman and Rasmussen. 29 The decay Q ex value and the measured α-particle kinetic energy E are related by the following expression:
where the first term in the right hand side is the standard recoil correction and the second term is an electron shielding correction. Z p and A p are the atomic and mass numbers of the parent nucleus. From the measured decay times (T) we computed the half lives T exp 1/2 = 0.693 × T . The theoretical Q-values are calculated using the mass formula using the following expression:
where M parent , M α and M daughter , the masses of parent, alpha and daughter nuclei in MeV, respectively, are calculated from Muntian et al. 
Spin-parity conservation and the centrifugal barrier
The spin-parity conservation condition in a decay process is fulfilled if and only if
where J, J 1 and J 2 are the spins of the parent, daughter and emitted nuclei respectively, π, π 1 and π 2 are the parities of the parent, daughter and emitted nuclei respectively, and l is the orbital angular momentum carried away in the process. This conservation law, thus, forces a minimum angular momentum to be carried away in the decay process. Consequently, contribution of the angular momentum gives rise to a centrifugal barrier
where µ is the reduced mass of the daughter and emitted nuclei system and R is the distance between them. Although spin of α nucleus is zero and parity is even, yet non-zero spins of the parent and daughter nuclei can force a minimum of 5 of angular momentum to be carried away for parent nuclei around atomic number Z p = 90 22 and for the present case of nuclei with atomic number Z p = 112, in some cases it may be even higher. The uncertainties of the angular momentum transfers arise due to non-availability of the spin-parities of the parent and/or daughter nuclei of the SHE.
Calculations and Results
The basic problem of the present theoretical study is that there is no guarantee that the experimentally observed α decay chains proceed from the ground state of the parent nucleus to that of the daughter nucleus. This is the fundamental difficulty of the decay of the odd Altogether it appears that both the decay energies and decay times need to be measured with higher statistics. It may be noted that the mass formula used here was specifically developed for heavy and superheavy nuclei. The mass formula itself may need some improvement too. But, unless more experimental data with higher statistics for these nuclei are available, one can not totally rule out the Q-value and half life predictions obtained with this mass formula.
Summary and Conclusions
In summary, the new experimental data of RIKEN have provided important confirmation of the element 277 112. We have calculated the α-decay half lives of α chains from 277 112 in the WKB framework with DDM3Y interaction which is known to provide good estimates of the experimental data when experimental Q-values are used. [24] [25] [26] The calculated half lives are extremely sensitive to the Q values, and a small change affects the results significantly.
The half lives calculated with experimental Q values are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data of both GSI 7-9 and RIKEN. 17 Theoretical Q-values (Q M ) are obtained from the mass formula of I. Muntian, S. Hofmann, Z. Patyk and A. Sobiczewski. [19] [20] [21] While the agreement with the α 2 and α 3 chain half lives agree extremely well with the experimental half life data, the same for α 1 under predicts (Table-I ). In this work, the half lives listed in Table-I While the mass formula itself may need some improvement, to resolve these discrepancies with the theoretical predictions further experimental data with better statistics are desirable. b) This value was deduced in Ref. 17 taking average of both SF and α-decay half lives.
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c) 257 N o has an electron capture (EC) branch as predicted in Ref. 9 8/10
